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Threatened by a franchise of my
business
 8 months ago
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 Report

Popular Discussion

Sir
My cousin runs a coaching institute in Delhi

malaika
Points: 130

Framing of charge in cheque bounce case

He gave a few companies franchise of the same in cities like
Delhi and UP

Railway theft complaint matter in Court

As one of the franchisees could not run the business
He came to the office in Delhi with 20 people and threatened
my cousin and forcibly took cheques of the deposit amount
that was given by him when he took.the franchise

Nuisance

The agreement had no clause of refund of payment incase of
failed franchise
How can my cousin protect himself from.such goons again as
most of the time my cousin is alone in office
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In whose custody franchise agreement papers are.?

defaulter loan

no chargesheet
Chargesheet not marked as io was given up
in 498a,sec3 dp
how to write application for warrant
cancellation
view more »
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What are you waiting for ? Just file the police complaint .

Bilal U Gani
LAWYER
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Thank you sir A copy is with my cousin Orginal is with the
franchise Under which sections can we file the complaint Can
we also ask police protection as my cousin is alone in the
office most of the time
malaika
Points: 130
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Why u worry. Why are advocates, polices and court.they
surely give justice. Go and lodge complaint against that
goons. U have felled to river.if u don't swim u will be
drowned.if u swim the river has no edge and bank. U go on
swimming.
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Wow Thank you sir
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